
CROCHET PATTERN

Flower Garden
Sweater

Design: Crafty Maz Design | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
Kind Feather
3 (4) 4 (4) skeins of color 02
2 skeins of color 11
2 skeins of color 17
2 skeins of color 05
2 skeins of color 21

Crochet hook 4mm (US G/6)
Crochet hook 4.5mm (US 7)

Stitch markers
Tape measure
Darning needle
Scissors

YARN QUALITY
Kind Feather, Hobbii

100% Acrylic/Polyacryl
100g (3.5 oz) = 235m (257 yds)

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 4 rounds of the
granny square pattern

SIZE
XS/S (M/L), XL/2XL (3XL/4XL)

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 80 (100) 120 (140) cm
/ 32”(40”) 48” (56”)
Length: 65 (65) 65 (75) cm
/ 26 (26”) 26” (30”)

PATTERN INFORMATION
This sweater is made by crocheting many
granny squares which are then joined together
using the ‘Join as you go’ method. The final
touches are then added to the sleeves, bottom
of the body and neckline.

This pattern is ideal for beginners to
intermediates. There are many pictures
throughout for guidance.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiiflowergarden
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/flower-garden-
sweater

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
sc = single crochet
dc = double crochet
dc-dec = double crochet decrease
cl = cluster (3 double crochet in the same stitch)
slst = slip stitch
sk = skip
st = stitch
sp = space
MC = main colour
Sq = square
fpdc = Front post double crochet
bpdc = Back post double crochet
** = repeat between **

INFO AND TIPS

- Ch 3 counts as a dc throughout the pattern, this can be replaced with a standing dc if
preferred

- Depending on the size being completed, you will need a different number of squares.
See below how many squares you need.

- This pattern uses the ‘join as you go’ method to connect the squares, so the final 4th
round of the granny square will be completed later once all squares are made. However,
if you prefer to complete each square in full and sew them together in your own way,
carry on to round 4 using the main color.

- Work with the right side facing for each round of the granny square.
- I used 24 different color combinations which are written below. This is optional, you can

do any combinations you wish. I did not use the same color more than once for the
same square, but of course you can!

- Instructions for left handers are shown between {..}
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Suggestions for sizing
If you would like a fitted sweater, then go for the size that is closest to your bust
measurement. If you would like an oversize fit, then go for the next group size up. So,
if you are normally a M or L, go for the XL/2XL.

I suggest reading through the whole pattern before starting.

Weave in your yarn ends as you go!

Special Stitches
dc-dec = yarn over, insert hook into first stitch, yarn over, pull through stitch, insert hook into
the next stitch, yarn over, pull through stitch, yarn over, pull through 3 loops on the hook, yarn
over pull through the remaining two loops on the hook.

GRANNY SQUARES

Color Codes
P = Pink (color 11)
B = Blue (color 17)
Y = Yellow (color 05)
G = Green (color 21)

You will be making a total of 80 (92) 96 (134) granny squares

Complete each square in accordance with the combinations below. For example, the first
square, you will be completing round 1 in Pink, round 2 in Blue and round 3 in Yellow. Complete
each combination as many times as you like to get to the final number of squares needed 80
(92) 96 (134).

Granny squares color combinations:
PBY, BPY, YPB, PYB, BYP, YBP, GBY, BGY, YGB, GYB, BYG, YBG, GPY, PGY, YGP, GYP, PYG, YPG,
GPB, PGB, BGP, GBP, PBG, BPG.

Start with a magic circle, or ch 4 and slst to the first ch to make a circle

Round 1: ch 3, (working over the yarn tail) 2 dc back into the circle (counts as the first cl), ch 2, *cl,
ch 2* repeat 3 times into the circle, slst to top of ch 3, fasten off. Pull the tail end tight to close the
hole. {4 cl’s, 4 ch 2 corners}

Round 2: Attach new color in any corner, ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp (counts as the first cl),
*cl, ch 2, cl* into the next 3 sps, cl into the final sp, ch 2, slst to top of ch 3, fasten off. {8 cl’s, ch 2
in each corner}

Round 3: Attach new color in any corner, ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp (counts as the first cl),
cl in the next sp (between the cls), *(cl, ch 2, cl) into the corner sp, cl in the next sp (between the
cls), * repeat until the last corner, cl into the final corner sp, ch 2, slst to top of ch 3, fasten off. {12
cl’s, ch 2 in each corner}
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NB! Round 4 is only to be completed if you are NOT doing the ‘join as you go’ method or to check your
gauge.

Round 4: Attach MC in any corner, ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp (counts as the first cl), cl
between the next 2 cl sps, *(cl, ch 2, cl) into the corner sp, cl between the next 2 cl sps* repeat
until the last corner, cl into the final corner sp, ch 2, slst to top of ch 3, fasten off. {16 cl’s, ch 2 in
each corner}

Joining the squares
Lay all your squares out like shown below and arrange them as desired.

Separate the pieces into: front side, back side, left sleeve and right sleeve

Each section will be joined separately.

XS/S M/L
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XL/2XL 3XL/4XL

Join as you go method
Join all 4 sections (front side, back side, left sleeve and right sleeve) separately.

Step 1
Grab sq1, attach MC in any corner, ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp (counts as the first cl),
cl between the next 2 cl sps, (cl, ch 2, cl) into the corner sp, cl between the next 2 cl sps, (cl,
ch 2, cl) into the corner sp, cl between the next 2 cl sps, cl into the final corner sp.

1.

Step 2
Grab the next sq in the row (sq2), work cl into bottom right {left} corner (Pic 2), slst into the
corresponding sp of sq1 (between cls - Pic 3), *work cl into the next sp on sq2, slst into the
corresponding sp of sq1* repeat 2 times, work cl into the corner sp on sq2, slst into the
corner sp of sq1 (Pic 4), ch 2, cl back into the corner sp of sq2, cl between the next two cls
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along the top, (cl, ch 2, cl) into the top left {right} corner, cl between the next 2 cls down the
side, cl in the final left {right} corner, (Pic 5)

2. 3. 4. 5.

Step 3
Repeat step 2 until you have attached all squares in that row. On the last square, do not
work last side (pic 6)

6.

Step 4
Grab the first sq on the next row (row 2), work cl into bottom left {right} corner (Pic 7), slst
into the corresponding sp of sq from row 1 (between cl’s), *work cl into the next sp on sq
from row 2, slst into the corresponding sp of sq from row 1* repeat 2 times, cl into the
corner of sq from row 2 (Pic 8), slst into the next two ch2 sps from the first row (pic 9)
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7. 8. 9.

Step 5
Grab the next square on row 2 and repeat step 4 until you have attached all squares in that
row, only slst once into the final corner of row 1 (pic 10), ch 2, cl back into the corner sp of
row 2 sq, cl between the next two cls, cl into the next corner

10.

Step 6
Ch 2, cl back into the corner, cl between the next two cls, (cl, ch 2, cl) into the corner, cl
between the next two cls, cl into the corner (pic 11), slst in to the next two ch2 sps from the
first row (pic 12), cl into the bottom right {left} corner of the next sq of row 2 (pic 13), slst
into the corresponding sp of opposite sq, *work cl into the next sp, slst into the
corresponding sp on opposite sq* repeat 2 times, cl into the top corner, slst into the
corresponding corner sp of opposite sq (pic 14)
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11. 12. 13. 14.

Step 7
Repeat step 6 until all squares are attached in row 2 (pic 15), ch 2, cl back into the corner, cl
between the next two cls, cl into the final corner (pic 16),

15. 16.

Repeat steps 4 – 7 until all squares are attached in the section

17.
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Step 8: Working around the left {right} side and bottom edge
Ch 2, cl back into the corner sp, *cl in the next 2 sps, cl in the corner sp (pic 18), ch 2, slst in
the seam sp, ch 2, cl in the next corner (pic 19)* repeat down the side and along the bottom
edge, placing (cl, ch 2, cl) into the bottom left {right} corner, until you reach the last corner,
cl into the last corner, ch 2, slst to the beginning ch 3 to join (pic 20). Fasten off.

18. 19. 20.

You should now have 4 sections that will look like this…

Join the shoulder seams
(Repeat for both sides)

Step 1: With wrong sides of the front and back pieces facing, attach MC yarn through both
pieces at the top corner (pic 1),

Step 2: ch 3 (loosely), slst into the next cl sp through both pieces (these sps should be in line
with each other - pic 2)
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Repeat step 2 across 1(1.5) 2 (2.5) sqs. At the sq joins, slst into the first corner sp, ch 1, slst
into the next corner sp (pic 3) and then continue with step 2. Fasten off.

1. 2. 4. 5.

Join the sleeves
(Repeat for both sleeves)

With wrong sides facing for the body and sleeve pieces, attach MC yarn through both pieces,
this will be at the corner of the sleeve piece and a corner of a joined sq on the body piece
(pic 1). Make sure that there are an equal number of sleeves sqs either side of the shoulder
seam.

Repeat the same seaming process as you did for the shoulder join across until the sleeve is
attached. Fasten off

1.

Joining the body sides and arms – repeat for both sides

With the wrong sides facing, attach MC yarn through both pieces at the bottom corner of
the body.

Repeat the same seaming process as you did for the shoulder join and sleeves. At the body
and sleeve join, slst in the first sp, ch1, slst in the next sp, ch 1, slst in the next space (pic 2),
then continue with ch 3, slst into the next cl sp and so on. Fasten off.
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1. 2.

You should now have all the pieces connected.

Sleeve cuffs – Repeat for both sleeves
Working with the right side facing

Round 1: Attach Blue yarn to the underarm corner sp to the right {left} (pic 1), ch 3 (this
counts as the first dc of a cl), dc-dec over the two corner sps, dc in the corner sp to the left
{right} (pic 2), cl between the next 3 cl sps, *dc in the next corner sp, dc-dec over the two
corner sps, dc in the corner sp to the left {right}, cl between the next 3 cl sps,* repeat
between ** until the end, slst to the top of the first dc. Fasten off.

Round 2: Attach Pink yarn in a cl sp in line with the seam, ch 3 (this counts as the first dc of
the cl), 2 dc back into the same sp, cl in each cl sp around, slst to the first dc. Fasten off.

Round 3: Attach Green yarn, repeat round 2.

Round 4: Attach Yellow yarn, repeat round 2.

Round 5: Attach MC in the first dc of any cl in line with the seam, ch 3 (counts as a dc),
dc-dec across the next two stitches (pic 4), *dc in the next stitch, dc-dec across the next two
stitches, *repeat until the end, slst to the first dc to join, you should now have an even
number of stitches,

Round 6: Using 4mm hook from here on, ch 3, dc in each st around, slst to the first dc to
join,

For size 3XL/4XL you may need to do another decrease round to make the cuff smaller, if so,
make sure you end on an even number of stitches,

Round 7: ch 1 (does not count as a st), fpdc down around the ch 3, bpdc around the next st,
*fpdc around the next st, bpdc around the next st*, repeat between ** around, slst to the
first st,

Round 8: ch 1 (does not count as a st), fpdc around the first st, bpdc around the next st,
*fpdc around the next st, bpdc around the next st*, repeat between ** around, slst to the
first st,
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Round 9 – 12: Repeat round 8. Fasten off, (pic 3).

1. 2. 3.

Bottom edging

Attach Blue yarn to the corner sp to the right {left} at one of the side seams.

Using 4.5mm hook only, repeat the same as you did for the sleeves starting at round 1
through to round 6. Skip round 5 of the instructions as this is a decrease round and you do
not want to decrease on the bottom edging. If you would like to rib the bottom edge, you
can carry on up to round 12.

Neckline – work with the right side facing

Using a 4.5mm hook, attach MC in one of the ch 2 sps at the shoulder seam join (pic 1),

Ch 1 (does not count as a stitch), place 2 sc in all ch 2 spaces and 1 sc in each stitch around,
slst to the first sc, fasten off (pic 2).
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1. 2.

Now, weave in all your ends!

Enjoy!

Mary Etheridge – Crafty Maz Designs
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